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********************************************************************
A note on the changes in the structure of the manuscript.


The order of original sections 4.2 and 4.3 has been reversed, as we thought that it

is actually more logical to go through the impact of size on radiances before the
impact of ice crystal shape and roughness. Also, these sections have been renamed.
The original section 4.3 (“Sensitivity of the radiances to small ice crystals”) is now
section 4.2 “Sensitivity of radiances to ice crystal size”, and includes an additional
test of lognormal size distributions, in response to a comment by Referee #1. The
original section 4.2 (“Sensitivity of the radiances to properties of large ice crystals”)
is now Section 4.3: “Sensitivity of the radiances to the shape and roughness of ice
crystals”.


A new subsection (Section 4.4: Summary of sensitivity tests) has been added in

response to the Referee comments.


Two new figures (Figs 5 and 12) have been added in response to the Referee

comments.
Response to comments by Referee # 1
We thank Anonymous Referee #1 for his/her constructive and insightful comments
on the manuscript. Below, we respond to these comments and outline the made
changes in the revised manuscript.
COMMENT:
For the most part the paper is technically well written. The authors put their work in
reference to previous studies and it is easy to follow which steps they have

undertaken in their study. However, what is lacking is a clear formulation of the
study goal. Consequently also the presentation of the findings is somewhat vague.
Before publication in ACP these issues should be addressed.
RESPONSE:
In the revised manuscript, we have clarified the goals of the study in the Introduction
section.
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:
The study goals are now formulated more clearly in lines 83-92 and 104-107 of the
revised manuscript.
COMMENT:
While for the second part of the study it makes sense to use only the size-shape
distributions measured at the same dates as the radiance profiles, it is unclear why the
authors have limited themselves to also only using the two size distributions as basis
in the first part of the study. Unfortunately, little information is provided on how
representative these size distributions are or whether it is sufficient to focus only on
these two size distributions when deriving general relations between ice cloud microphysics and circumsolar radiation. The authors discuss differences in simulated
radiance profiles caused by the differences in the two measured particle distributions
as well as due to impact of the assumed particle roughness. However, it remains
unclear why the authors did not explore the parameter space further – e.g. by using
more size-shape distributions from the SPARTACUS campaign or idealized singleshape size distributions in different size variations. Although certainly not easy to
quantify, at least some comment on how common/representative the measured sizeshape distributions are considered by the authors should be provided.
Overall the study explores the sensitivity of the phase function in regard to particle
shape and roughness. The finding is that the surface roughness is the dominating
parameter. The third parameter, particle size, is largely neglected, however. While
radiance profiles for three different concentrations of “small particles” are compared,

little information is provided about the size distribution(s) used for this small particle
fraction. Modifications to the size distribution of the large fraction are not performed.
RESPONSE:
In the revised manuscript we have added sensitivity tests which demonstrate the
impact of ice crystal size through the use of idealized (lognormal) size distributions.
These tests demonstrate that the impact of ice crystal size arises, to a large part,
through its impact on the width of the diffraction peak. In broad terms, the diffuse
radiance in the solar disk area increases, and the radiance outside the solar disk
decreases with increasing ice crystal size, while at angles of more than a few degrees
the effect of ice crystal size is relatively small, especially for rough ice crystals. In
addition, Figure 2 now also includes the measured size distributions of small ice
crystals.
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:
The new lognormal size-shape distributions and their optical properties are explained
and described in the revised manuscript in lines 248-254, 298-315. Figure 4 is
modified to account P11 of the lognormal size distributions. New discussion on the
impact of size on the angular distribution of radiances is included in Section 4.2
(lines 398-410) of the revised manuscript. As noted in the beginning of this response
letter, the order of Sections 4.2 and 4.3 has been changed. The impact of size is also
discussed in Section 4.4 (Table 3 and lines 485-500). Conclusions related to size are
modified in Section 6 (lines 601-607).
The vertically averaged size distributions for flight A and B including crystals
smaller than D< 100 µm are shown in Figure 2. The fractional contribution that small
crystals make to the total optical thickness (or almost equivalently, cross-sectional
area) for flights A and B is now included in lines 237-241 and Tables 4-5. In lines
196-199 and 243-247 these size distributions are compared against other distributions
measured during SPARTICUS.

COMMENT:
Following modifications to the script could help to address the above mentioned
issues:
• The authors should leave no doubt in the introduction as to what the study goals
are.
RESPONSE:
The goals are clarified, as stated in our response to the first general comment.
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:
Lines 83-92 and 104-107.
COMMENT:
• The authors should concisely summarize (if deemed feasible maybe also in tabular
form for ease of comprehension) which aspects of the radiance profile are influenced
by which of the cloud micro-physics parameters. The authors should also mention
which of these aspects were newly identified in this study.
RESPONSE:
In the revised manuscript, a subsection summarizing the main findings of the
sensitivity tests, and how they relate to earlier research, is added (Section 4.4).
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:
Table 3 and lines 484-521 (Section 4.4). In addition, lines 400-402 relate the findings
to earlier studies.
COMMENT:
• While the authors found that the small particle fraction (Dmax < 100mu) cannot be
neglected, the influence of the overall particle size distribution is not very thoroughly
explored. I suggest to expand the study in this regard. Alternatively the authors

should comment on why they deem the size distribution not to be as important as the
particle shape and roughness
RESPONSE:
In the revised manuscript, sensitivity tests which demonstrate the impact of ice
crystal size through the use of idealized (lognormal) size distributions are included
(see above).
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:
Lines 248-254, 296-315, 398-410, 484-498, Figs 4 and 8, and Table 3.
COMMENT:
• While only two dates of the SPARTICUS campaign where usable for a comparison
to SAM measurements, the authors should add a paragraph that puts the shape-size
distributions measured during those two flights in perspective to what was measured
during the rest of the campaign.
RESPONSE:
This is done in the revised manuscript. Jackson et al. (2015) examined the size and
shape distributions sampled by the SPEC Learjet for all 101 missions flown during
SPARTICUS, establishing the meteorological context of each cirrus sampled using
visible and infrared images from GOES and WSR 88D radar images. Comparing
Figure 2 of the manuscript (size-shape distributions of flight A and B) against Figure
10 in Jackson et al. (2015) establishes the degree to which the data from these 2
flights were representative of those observed during other flights: flight A tends to
have lower N(D) than the average observed during other flights whereas flight B
tends to have larger N(D) than the observed averages. Overall, flights A and B well
represent the range of conditions observed during SPARTICUS.
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:
Lines 196-199 and 243-247.

COMMENT:
• The authors should provide the size distribution for the small particle fraction for
flights A and B as well as the optical thickness assigned to this particle fraction. The
latter could be added to tables 3 and 4.
RESPONSE:
This information is presented in the revised manuscript.
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:
Lines 237-241, Figure 2, and Tables 4 and 5.
COMMENT:
Additional minor suggestions:
• In line 24 it is stated that circumsolar radiation is caused by scattering on particles
between 1mu and 100mu. However, the study mainly focuses on particles larger
100mu. Please clarify/rephrase.
RESPONSE:
Good point. Indeed, the upper limit is not warranted, because circumsolar radiation is
particularly large in the presence of particles much larger than the wavelength. In the
revised manuscript, this sentence will be modified as follows: "The radiation arises
from near-forward scattering of direct solar radiation by atmospheric particles with
sizes comparable to or larger than the wavelength (i.e., larger than about 1 µm)."
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:
Lines 22-25.

COMMENT:
• Should pictures of the cloud scenes (e.g. webcam) for times of comparison between
simulations and SAM measurements be available, I suggest to include those.
RESPONSE:
Total Sky Imager (TSI) images for times corresponding to those of SAM
measurements used in the comparison with simulations are included in the revised
manuscript.
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:
Lines 529-530 and Figure 12.
COMMENT:
• Caption of Figure 5: “Sensitivity of the size and vertically integrated phase
functions to the roughness of large ice crystals.” Potentially remove “the size” from
the sentence.
RESPONSE:
In the revised manuscript, the words "size and" are removed from this sentence and
also from the sentence in the caption of Figure 4.
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:
Captions of Figs 4 and 5.

Response to comments by Referee # 2
We thank Anonymous Referee #2 for his/her constructive and insightful comments on the manuscript. Below, we respond to these comments and outline the
changes made to the revised manuscript.
COMMENT:
… In general, the paper is well written and is well describing of the various
methods and sensitivity analysis conducted. However, the connection between
the sensitivity studies and observations and to the goal of the study is largely
missing from the text. Please try to add more content reminding the reader in
each of the sections of why and how the results of the sensitivity studies would
be important for solar measurements and for the aerosol/ice cloud retrieval
community.
RESPONSE:
The overarching goal of the research is to understand how ice clouds influence
the downwelling solar radiances within a few degrees from the direction of the
Sun. This knowledge may be exploited, in future work, for developing schemes
to correct measurements of direct solar radiation for the diffuse radiation that is
present at the angular range of instruments such as pyrheliometers. Furthermore, it is crucial for understanding the information content in measurements
with the relatively new SAM instrument, and for the future development of retrieval algorithms based on SAM data. As noted by both reviewers, this study is
largely divided into two components, both of which contribute to the overarching goal. The goal of the first component (i.e., the sensitivity studies) is to determine what parameters the circumsolar radiance is sensitive to; the goal of
the second component is to use case studies to determine if we are able to get a
successful match between the observed and simulated radiances. However,
while we consider the first component (sensitivity studies) interesting in its
own right, it also provides important information for designing and interpreting
the comparison with modelled radiances. Specifically, it demonstrates the large
sensitivity of circumsolar radiances to ice crystal roughness and small ice particles. This, together with the fact that in-situ microphysical measurements yield

no information on roughness and only very uncertain information on small ice
crystals, motivates the study of how assumptions related to these factors impact
the agreement between modelled and measured radiances. In the revised manuscript, we have clarified the goals of the study in the Introduction. In addition,
the links between the sensitivity tests and the comparison between observations
(noted above) is made explicit in a new subsection (section 4.4 in the revised
manuscript) summarizing the findings of the sensitivity tests.
Regarding, the last suggestion ("add more content reminding the reader in each
of the sections of why and how the results of the sensitivity studies would be
important for solar measurements and for the aerosol/ice cloud retrieval community"), we decided to add this discussion to the new subsection summarizing the sensitivity tests, rather than in each subsection separately.
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:
In the revised manuscript, the study goals are included in lines 83-92 and 104-107.
Findings of the sensitive tests are summarized and their connections to the
observations are discussed in Section 4.4 (lines 484-521) including a new table
(Table 3) .
To make the text more fluent and grammatically correct some words are changed
and sentences are rewritten.
COMMENT:
There are some areas where additional physical explanation or delineation
might have been useful. For example, in Fig. 5 and Fig. 9 is it not entirely clear
from the text why does the MR crystals result in a much larger bias from CS
when compared to the SR particles. One might think that it should result in discrepancies that lie between CS and SR (in magnitude). This might be due to the
contradicting effects of the direct and diffuse components, which might create
this deflection point, but this is not entirely clear from the text.

RESPONSE:
This was already explained in the original manuscript (lines 307-316) in connection to phase functions, but apparently, the explanation was not sufficiently
clear. This issue is related to how the treatment of ice crystal roughness impacts
the paths of rays transmitted through parallel crystal faces. In the case of completely smooth crystals, such ray paths result in (near-) delta-transmission, increasing the phase function at scattering angles very close to zero. However, in
the case of "rough" crystals, the ice crystal surface slopes are distorted randomly for each incident ray. In effect, this eliminates ray paths that pass
through exactly parallel faces. This is why for both moderately rough (MR) and
severely rough (SR) crystals, the phase function is lower than that for completely smooth crystals in very-near-forward scattering directions. Moreover,
since virtually all such ray paths are eliminated both in the case of MR and SR
crystals, the phase function for MR and SR crystals is nearly identical at angles
smaller than about 0.3° in Fig. 5. That is, the same amount of energy is removed from the very-near-forward scattering for both MR and SR crystals, and
added at larger scattering angles. In the case of MR crystals, most of this energy is distributed within a few degrees from the forward direction, while for
the SR crystals, it is distributed over a larger range of scattering angles. Therefore, in the case of MR crystals, the phase function is larger than for SR crystals at relatively small scattering angles (up to about 6°), and smaller at larger
scattering angles. Of course, these arguments also apply to the radiances.
We tried to make this issue "crystal clear" in the revised manuscript.
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:
Lines 352-354 and 357-360.
COMMENT:
In Fig. 11 and 12 it is unclear why some of the SAM measurements (dashed
grey lines-hp) are discontinued and showing a drop in radiance intensity around
0.27, while the hn are not. Also, please add the acronym of hp and hn to the figures captions (in Fig.11 and 12), to help the reader.

RESPONSE:
In the original Figures 11 and 12, the vertical increase in hp lines is present because of the gaps between the measurements from the solar disk and the solar
aureole cameras in the SAM instrument. The inner edge of the solar aureole
imagery in the SAM 300 model in use at the ARM SGP site during SPARTACUS is at about 0.6° from the centre of the solar disk. When the optical depth
is below some value, which depends upon the degree of forward directivity of
the scattering phase functions, the outer edge of the aureole in the solar disk
camera falls below its intensity threshold and creates a gap when the two images are merged (as seen in original Figs 11 and 12). These gaps should exist in
both the positive and negative, horizontal and vertical profiles, unless the optical thickness along the line of sight has attenuated the disk radiance sufficiently
that both the disk and aureole portions of the radiance in the gap are within the
intensity measurement ranges of the respective cameras. In the SAM data
shown in original Figures 11 and 12 and in the revised Figures 13 and 14 the
gap is present in all hn and hp lines even it is hard to distinguish from the figures. For example in the rightmost panels of revised Figures 13 and 14
(θ=38.6°; τ=2.1 and θ=44.3°; τ=2.3) the gap is at 0.36º−0.52º and 0.46º−0.52º
from the centre of the sun, respectively.
In the revised manuscript the meaning of acronyms hp and hn are stated more
clearly in the figure captions of Figures 13 and 14. In addition, the unphysical
parts of the hp lines (i.e. the near-vertical increase) in the SAM measurements
seen in original Figs 11 and 12 are removed. In the plain text, the reason for the
gap in the SAM measurements is explained.
CHANGE IN MANUSCRIPT:

Lines 524-529, 548-555, and Figures 1, 13 and 14.
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Abstract. The impact of ice clouds on solar-disk and circumsolar radiances is investigated using a
Monte Carlo radiative transfer model. The monochromatic direct and diffuse radiances are simulated
sun. Input data for the model are derived from meaat angles of 0 ◦ to 8◦ from the center of the Sun:::
surements conducted during the 2010 Small Particles in Cirrus ::::::::::::
(SPARTICUS):campaign together
5

with state-of-the-art databases of optical properties of ice crystals and aerosols. For selected cases,
obtained:::
by
the simulated radiances are compared with ground-based radiance measurements with :::::::
the Sun and Aureole Measurement (SAM) instrument.
First, the sensitivity of the radiances to the ice cloud properties and aerosol optical thickness was
is
addressed. The angular dependence of the disk and circumsolar radiances was::
is found to be most
::
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sensitive to assumptions about ice crystal roughness (or, more generally, non-ideal features of ice
crystals) and size distribution, with ice crystal habit playing a somewhat smaller role. Second, in the
comparisons with SAM data, the ice-cloud optical thickness was is::adjusted for each case so that
the simulated radiances agreed agree
closely (i.e., within 3 %) with the measured disk radiances.
:::::
Circumsolar radiances at angles larger than ≈ 3◦ were are
systematically underestimated when as:::
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suming smooth ice crystals, but :::::::
whereas the agreement with the measurements was ::
is better when
rough ice crystals were are
assumed. Our results suggest that it may well be possible to infer the par:::
ticle roughness (or more generally, non-ideality) directly from ground-based SAM measurements.
In addition, the results show the necessity of correcting the ground-based measurements of direct
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radiation for the presence of diffuse radiation in the instrument’s field of view, in particular in the
20

presence of ice clouds.

1

Introduction

The portion of solar radiation that appears to originate from a small disk around the Sun sun
is called
:::
circumsolar radiation or solar aureole. This radiation arises from near-forward scattering of direct
solar radiation by atmospheric particles with sizes comparable to or larger than the wavelength of
25

sunlight ((i.e.,
larger than 1 µmto 0.1 mm); the larger the particle is compared to the wavelength of
:::::::::::::
radiation is,
the more scattering is concentrated at near-forward angles and more peaked the scat:
tering phase function P11 is and
the more scattering is concentrated at near-forward angles. Conse::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
quently, the amount of circumsolar radiation varies widely depending on the geographical, seasonal
and diurnal variation of airborne particles (??). As ice crystals are typically much larger than aerosol
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particles or gas molecules, a considerably larger part of the direct solar radiation is scattered into
the circumsolar region in the presence of ice clouds. In addition to the phase functionsfunction,
the
::::::
amount of circumsolar radiation depends on the
single-scattering albedos and extinction coefficients
::
of atmospheric gases and particles. All these optical properties depend on the wavelength. Furthermore, the ensemble/volume-averaged optical properties depend on the concentration, composition
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impact ::
of:ice crystal sizes and
and size-shape distribution of the particles. Although the role of the ::::::
shapes on their optical properties has been studied in much detail (????????), there is no detailed
information on how ice crystals affect the angular dependence of circumsolar radiances. However,
the studies of ? and ? have revealed that differences in the modeled forward scattering of smooth and
roughened ice crystals as well as different shape distributions of ice crystals lead to differences in
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the circumsolar radiation. ? also noted the impact of ice crystals properties (roughness and effective
radius) on calculated circumsolar radiances.
Circumsolar radiation is widely detected by instruments measuring the direct radiation (i.e. pyrheliometers) and therefore counted as direct radiation. Such instruments often have a half-opening an◦
, whereas the half-width of the solar disk is only about 0.27◦ when observed from the
gle of 2◦ -32–3
:::
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Earth. Depending on the ambient atmospheric conditions, the near-forward scattered radiation can be
a large portion of the total radiation measured by these instruments, leading to overestimation of the
amount of direct solar radiation. Therefore, retrievals of ice cloud optical thickness and other properties from the direct radiation measurements can be biased. There have been some efforts to quantify
the amount of circumsolar radiation in the measured direct radiation and to account for its impact
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on the underestimation of cloud optical thickness (???). For example ? proposed a new approach
to derive ice cloud optical thickness and effective diameter from sun photometry measurements by
using ice-cloud optical property models.

2

Since the circumsolar radiance distribution is usually nearly radially symmetric around the Sunsun,
::
it is reasonable to describe it as a function of the angular position relative to the centre of the Sun sun
:::
55

(?). This solar radiance profile is also called the sunshape. ? presented a method for determining the
sunshape using a pair of pyrheliometers with different opening angles. The amount of circumsolar
radiance and the radial profile of sunshape can also be measured using a Sun and Aureole Measurement (SAM) instrument. It consists of two solar tracking cameras: one observing the Sun disk and
another the aureole. The cameras are filtered into the 670 ± 5 nm wavelength band. SAM measures
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the disk and circumsolar radiances with a very high dynamic range and produces the disk and aureole radiances as a function of angle from the center of the Sun out to 8◦ with an angular resolution of
0.0148◦ . ? demonstrated the ability of SAM measurements to derive the effective radius and optical
thickness of ice clouds and ? used MODIS retrievals of thin cirrus to calculate solar disk and aureole
measurements that were compared with SAM measurements. ? have also developed a method to
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determine circumsolar radiation from the satellite observations. They noted that the uncertainties in
their retrieval due to assumptions on the ice particle shape can sum up to 50 %, and even larger errors
are expected if instantaneous values are compared against SAM measurements. The main source of
error is, however, the uncertainties in the cloud properties. ? suggested that a collection of SAM
measurements might provide a useful template for helping to derive phase functions of ice crystals.
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There have been some efforts to account for the impact of circumsolar radiation and sunshape on
concentrating solar energy applications (?????). These applications use concentrating solar collec◦
smaller acceptance
tors whose half opening angles are typically less than 1◦ . Due to the 1◦ –21–2
:::

angle than that of a pyrheliometer, these collectors are able to use only a fraction of the circumsolar
radiation measured with a pyrheliometer. Consequently, if the performance of the solar concentrat75

ing system is predicted based on measurements of direct radiation (including circumsolar radiation),
the energy contained in the circumsolar region at angles from 1 ◦ to 3◦ can lead to overestimation of
the performance. To better estimate and optimize the amount of received energy of the concentrating
solar energy systems, the detailed angular distribution of the circumsolar radiation and how it varies
in time and location should be known.
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In this study, we investigate how circumsolar radiances depend on the ice cloud microphysical
properties. :::
The:::::::::::
overarching ::::
goal:::
of :::
this::::::::
research ::
is ::
to::::::::::
understand ::::
how:::
ice::::::
clouds::::::::
influence::::
the
downwelling solar radiances within a few degrees from the direction of the sun. This knowledge

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

could
be exploited, in future work, for developing schemes to correct measurements of direct solar
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
radiation
for the diffuse radiation that is present at the angular range of instruments such as pyrheliometers.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
85

Furthermore,
it is crucial for understanding the information content in measurements with the relatively
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
new
SAM instrument, and for the future development of retrieval algorithms based on SAM data.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
This study is largely divided into two components, both of which contribute to the overarching

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

goal.
First the parameters that the circumsolar radiance is sensitive to are identified. In particular,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the impacts on circumsolar radiances due to ice crystal size-shape distribution and roughness, ice

3
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cloud optical thickness and aerosol optical thickness are simulated. For the :::
this :purpose, a forward
Monte Carlo radiative transfer model is used. Monochromatic downwelling radiances for various
ice-cloud scenarios are simulated at a wavelength of 0.670 µm. These scenarios are based on insitu-measured size distributions of mid-latitude ice clouds together with either measurement-based
shape distributions or idealized single-habit distributions. These size-shape distributions of ice crys-
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tals are combined with a database of single-scattering properties of ice crystals (?) to produce sizeshape-integrated bulk optical properties of the ice clouds as needed for input to the radiative transfer
model. The in-situ-based distributions of ice crystals were obtained from aircraft measurements
made over the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program’s Southern Great Plains (SGP)
site (36.606◦ N, 97.485◦ W) during the year Small
Particles in Cirrus (SPARTICUS) campaign
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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conducted
in 2010. In addition to probing the sensitivity of the disk and circumsolar radiances to
:::::::::::
ice cloud properties, the simulated radiances are compared against :::
the ::::::
second :::
part::
of::::
this :::::
work, ::::
case
studies
are used to determine the degree of agreement between selected ground-based solar-disk and
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
circumsolar radiance measurements by the SAM instrument at the SGP site :::
and::::::::
simulated:::::::::
radiances.
It
should be noted that the first component (sensitivity studies) provides important information
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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for
designing and interpreting the comparison with modeled radiances in addition to providing a
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
fundamental
understanding on how ice crystal properties affect circumsolar radiance.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
2

Radiative transfer model

In this study, the angular dependence of solar disk and circumsolar radiances are simulated with
a modified version of the Monte Carlo Model of the University of Kiel (MC-UniK) developed
by
:::::::::
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?. Even though a plane-parallel horizontally homogeneous atmosphere is assumed in the radiation
calculations (see below), the Monte Carlo technique is applied here because of its flexibility. Specifically, it allows us to consider :a::::::::::::
consideration ::
of:the finite width of the Sun and to compute sun
:::
and
the computation of radiances at an arbitrarily high angular resolution in the vicinity of the di:::::::::::::::::::
rection of the Sun, without incurring extreme computational costs. In fact, we are not aware of any
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deterministic radiative transfer models that would satisfy these criteria.
2.1

Technical details

The MC-UniK is a forward Monte Carlo model for efficient calculations of radiances at discrete
directions. It employs the Local Estimate Method (e.g., ?) and has been validated within the Intercomparison of 3-D-Radiation Codes project (?). The model simulates the scattering events of
120

photons within the ice cloud/atmosphere using a non-truncated treatment for the phase functions.
The free path length is based on Beer’s law and gives the distance between two successive scattering
processes. The scattering direction is derived using a random number generator so that the scattering angle s corresponding to a given random number [0,1] equals the cumulative phase function

4

from 0 to s, and the azimuth angle is sampled uniformly in the range [0, 2π]. Absorption is taken
125

into account by multiplying the photon weight by the local single scattering albedo. For reasons of
variance reduction and computing time, techniques as proposed by ? have been implemented. For
calculating the radiance field, the Local Estimate Method is more efficient than the common Monte
Carlo photon counting method because no photons get lost. Thus, in effect, MC-UniK assumes that
a fraction of the photon is scattered directly into each detector. These photons are attenuated along
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the optical path between the scattering location and the detector.
2.2

Modifications

We have modified the original MC-UniK to account for the finite width of the solar disk, that is
an opening angle of 0.534◦ . In addition, a phenomenon called limb darkening is accounted for.
The solar radiation that reaches the observer originates in the photosphere of the Sun peaking at an
135

optical depth of roughly unity along the line of sight. On average, this corresponds to a temperature
of about 5778 K. However, along a slant line of sight toward the Sun’s limb, an optical depth of one
is reached at a higher altitude with a lower temperature. Hence the intensity reaching the observer
from the limb of the Sun is lower than that from the center (?). In our version of MC-UniK the limb
darkening is taken into account by using the formula
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I(β) = I(0, 0)[a + b cos(β) + c cos2 (β)]

(1)

given in ?, where β is the angular distance from the center of the Sun to the limb (0◦ –90◦ ). At the
wavelength of λ=0.69 µm :::
(the::::::
closest::::::::
available :::::::::
wavelength::
to::::
0.67:µm),
the coefficients have values
::
of a =0.4128, b =0.7525, and c = −0.1761.
The model output is modified to include the direct and diffuse radiances at the surface (in units
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of Wcm−2 µm−1 sr−1 ) for specified detector positions. For the mean solar constant at λ=0.670 µm,
values of 0.1509 Wcm−2 µm−1 (?) and 2206 Wcm−2 µm−1 sr−1 are used in the calculation of diffuse
and direct radiances, respectively. The latter value is obtained by dividing the former by the solid
angle of Sun:::
the :::
sun.
2.3
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Input

The model domain is separated into grid boxes which are characterized by their bulk optical properties: the volume extinction coefficient Kext , the single-scattering albedo ω, and the scattering phase
function P11 (γ), where γ is the scattering angle. Here the model domain of MC-UniK is divided
into 15 non-uniform
vertical layers extending from the ground up to 50 km. Gas absorption and
::::::::::
Rayleigh scattering occur in all layers, while aerosols are assumed to be confined to the lowest layer
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below 2 km. The ice cloud resides in layers 5-11 (:::::::
between 8.0 -11.5 km :::
and::::
11.5:::
km::::::
(model::::::
layers
5
− 11) depending on the case (see Sect. ??). A plane parallel cloud is assumed due to insufficient
:::::

5

information on the cloud horizontal structure. Thus, while the Monte Carlo model can account for
3D effects, the effects related to cloud horizontal inhomogeneity are not accounted for.
Furthermore, the solar zenith angle (θ), detector positions, and surface albedo data are required.
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A total of 418 detectors pointing to the Sun and its surrounding areas inside the opening angle of
16◦ :are positioned so that they cover both the horizontal and vertical cross sections of the area as
illustrated in Fig. ??. For surface albedo, a fixed value of 0.2 is used. To achieve sufficient accuracy
◦
for the calculations, 8 million photons are used. At the angles considered here (0–80–8
from the
:::

center of Sun), the resulting random errors are mostly below 3 % (6 %) for rough (smooth) crystals,
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with smaller errors at the smaller angles.

3

Optical properties

The optical properties of ice clouds (and atmospheric gases and aerosols) needed as input to the
MC-UniK are based on data collected during the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement program’s
2010 Small Particles in Cirrus (SPARTICUS) field campaign (???). The aircraft measurements were
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collected in the vicinity of the ground-based measurements made at the SGP site. Out of the numerous case days of SPARTICUS, only two were deemed suitable for the present investigation: 23
March (hereafter flight A) and 24 June (hereafter flight B). During these flights, there was a visually observable cirrus cloud without lower cloud layers and all the needed in situ and ground-based
measurement data had good quality.
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3.1

Optical properties of atmospheric gases and aerosols

To account for Rayleigh scattering and gas absorption, the optical properties (ω and Kext ) of the
atmosphere without cloud and aerosols are calculated using the scheme of ?. The spectral band of
0.599–0.685 µm is used for gas absorption, with Rayleigh scattering optical depth scaled to 0.67 µm.
The vertical profiles of temperature and water vapour are based on radiosondes launched at the SGP
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site :::::
during:::
the::::
case::::
days, complemented by ERA-Interim reanalysis data (?) in the middle and upper
stratosphere. Ozone profiles are taken from the ERA-Interim data. The phase function for Rayleigh
scattering is P11 (γ) = (3/4)(1 + cos2 γ).
The ensemble-averaged aerosol ω and P11 (γ) are taken from the OPAC (Optical Properties of
Aerosols and Clouds) database (?), assuming values for continental average aerosols at λ = 0.650
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µm computed at a relative humidity of either 70 % (for comparison with SAM measurements during
flight B) or 50 % (for all other calculations).The aerosol optical thickness τa is estimated from
the AERONET level 1.5 τa retrieval (at λ = 0.675 µm) and from the visible Multifilter Rotating
Shadowband Radiometer (MFRSR) measurements (at λ = 0.673 µm) conducted at the SGP site,
which yields τa = 0.09 during flight A and τa = 0.166 during flight B. The aerosol Kext is derived
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from τa assuming that the aerosols are confined to the lowest 2 km.

6

3.2

Ice crystal size-shape distributions

During SPARTICUS in situ probes were installed on the Stratton Park Engineering Company (SPEC)
Inc. Learjet 25 aircraft. The Learjet conducted 101 missions sampling several cirrus clouds in the
mid-latitudes of the United States at temperatures between -70and -20−70
and −20◦ C. ::::::::::
? examined
:::::::::::
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all
the size and shape distributions sampled by the SPEC Learjet during SPARTICUS, establishing
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the
meteorological context of each cirrus sampled. The two flights analyzed here are unique in that
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the
cirrus sampled had no underlying cloud layers below. The probes on the Learjet that were :::
are used
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
in this study include the Cloud Particle Imager (CPI) acquiring high 2.3 µm resolution images of particles, the Fast Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FFSSP) measuring particles with maximum
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diameter (Dmax ) smaller than 50 µm from the forward scattering of light, the Two-Dimensional
Stereo (2DS) probe nominally measuring particles with 10 < Dmax < 1280 µm, and a 2-D Precipitation Probe (2DP) measuring particles with 200 < Dmax < 6400 µm for flight A and a High Volume
Precipitation Sampler (HVPS-3) measuring particles with 150 < Dmax < 19200 µm for flight B.
distributions:required to calculate the microphysical and optical
The composite size distribution ::::::::::
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properties was ::::
were:determined using the FFSSP to characterize particles with Dmax < 50 µm, the
2DS for ::
50:µm
<D
< 1200 µm, and the 2DP or HVPS-3 for larger particles. Concentrations
:::: max
of small ice crystals (defined as those with Dmax < 100 µm) are, however, highly uncertain due to
a small and poorly defined sample volume (??) and potential contributions from shattered artifacts
(e.g. ????) in both the 2DS and FFSSP. Therefore, four alternative representations of the concen-
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tration of small ice crystals are used to test the sensitivity of the results to these concentrations. In
small100% , the concentration of crystals with Dmax < 100 µm is taken directly from the FFSSP and
2DS measurements. In small0% , small50% and small200% the measured concentration is multiplied
by 0 (i.e., no small ice crystals), 0.5 and 2, respectively.
For large ice crystals (Dmax > 100 µm), the size dependent ::::::::::::
size-dependent:shape distributions are
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based on the CPI images measured in situ. ? and ? show that the detailed shapes of small ice crystals
cannot be identified using the CPI due to its limited image resolution and blurring of images due to
diffraction that renders the shape classification of small ice crystals unreliable. Due to the lack of
reliable in situ measurements of the shapes of crystals with Dmax < 100 µm, they are assumed to be
hollow columns. For large crystals, an automatic ice-cloud particle habit classifier , IC-PCA (?) is
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used to determine the fraction of different habits as a function of particle size from the CPI images.
The IC-PCA automatically sorts the crystals into 8 classes: bullet, column, column aggregate, bullet
rosette, bullet rosette aggregate, plate, plate aggregate, and irregular. In our study we classify bullets
this
study bullets are classified as columns and bullet rosette aggregates as column aggregates due
:::::::::::::::::::::::::
to the lack of information about their single-scattering properties. The final six habit classes listed
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in Table ?? are named as column, column agg, bullet rosette, plate, plate agg, and irregular. The
size-resolved shape distributions are created by combining the size distributions (measured by 2DS
and 2DP or HVPS-3) and the relative portions of the size-resolved shape distributions from CPI/IC7

PCA at each layer. During flight A the most dominant crystal habits were bullet rosettes and column
aggregates, whereas during flight B, column aggregates and plate aggregates dominated. This is seen
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in Fig ??, where the vertically averaged size-shape distributions of flights A and B are shown as a
function of Dmax . During both flights, column and irregular crystals are only found at small particle
sizes with a small fraction of plates also present.
Based on the stepwise flight path of the aircraft, the measurements of ice crystal ::::::
crystals: are
sorted into 0.5 km vertical layers. In each layer, the particle concentrations and size distributions
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are averaged over the time the Learjet was in the appropriate layer. During flight A the cloud was
present in four of the layers (from 9.5 km to 11.5 km) and during flight B in seven layers (8.0 to
11.5 km) (Table ??). :::
The::::::::
vertically::::::::
averaged:::::::::
size-shape ::::::::::
distributions:::
for::::::
flights ::
A :::
and::
B:::
are::::::
shown
in
Fig. ??. The habit distribution, the maximum ice crystal size and fractional contribution of small
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
ice
crystals are rather different for the two cases. Small ice crystals with Dmax ::
< :::
100:µm
contribute
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::
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as
much as 79 % to the total projected area and optical thickness for flight A, as compared with
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
27
% for flight B. Considering the large ice crystals only, during flight A the largest contributions
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
to
the projected area come from column aggregates (30 %), bullet rosettes (29 %), whereas during
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
flight
B, from column aggregates (46 %) and plate aggregates (31 %). Comparing Fig. ?? against
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fig.
10 in ? establishes the degree to which the data from these two flights were representative of
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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those
observed during other SPARTICUS flights: flight A tends to have lower N(D) than the average
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
observed during other flights whereas flight B tends to have larger N(D) than the observed averages.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Overall,
flights A and B well represent the range of conditions observed during SPARTICUS.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
To investigate the impact of ice crystal sizes on disk and circumsolar radiances, sensitivity tests

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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were
also conducted with a lognormal size distribution,
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
"
#
2
1
(ln D − ln D0 )
n(D) = √
exp −
.
2 ln2 σg
2π ln σg d

(2)

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Here
σg ::
is :::
the:::::::::
geometric :::::::
standard::::::::
deviation::::::
(fixed ::
at:::::::::
σg = 1.5) :::
and::::
D0 ::
is :::
the ::::::
median:::::::::
diameter,
:::::::
for which values of 50, 100, 200, 400, and 800 µm are considered. The lognormal size distribution

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

covers
particles with maximum diameter from 2 to 10 000 µm. The treatment of ice crystal shapes
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
in
the:::::
tests ::::
with :a:::::::::
lognormal :::
size::::::::::
distribution::
is ::::::::
discussed::
in:::::
Sect. :::
??, ::
in :::::::::
connection ::
to :::
Eq.::::
(??).:
:::::
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3.3

Ensemble-averaged ice crystal optical properties

To obtain the ensemble-averaged optical properties of the ice clouds during flights A and B, the
in-situ-measured size-shape distributions are combined with single-scattering properties of individual ice crystals obtained from the database of ?. In this database, the optical properties are given as
a function of wavelength and size (Dmax ), shape and roughness of the particle. The three rough260

ness options are: completely smooth (i.e, homogeneous) (CS), moderately rough (MR) and severely
rough (SR). The effect of roughness is simulated by randomly distorting the surface slope for each

8

incident ray, assuming a normal distribution of local slope variations with a standard deviation of
0.03 and 0.50 for the MR and SR cases, respectively , (Eq. 1. in ?). In fact, this treatment does not
represent any specific roughness characteristics but attempts instead to mimic the effects due to non265

ideal crystal characteristics in general (roughness effects, irregularities and inhomogeneities like air
bubbles).
For each ice crystal size and shape, the cross-sectional area, A, the extinction efficiency, Qext ,
the single-scattering albedo, ω, and the phase function P11 (γ) at λ=0.670 µm are obtained from the
database, using the closest Dmax available in the database. The phase function with 498 scattering
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angles (:γ:between 0 and 180◦ ) is interpolated to 2011 scattering angles to obtain sufficient angular
resolution in the near-forward directions. For single-habit distributions, the in-situ-measured size
distribution N (Dmax > 100 µm) of either flight A or B is combined with the optical properties of
that habit and then integrated over the size distribution to obtain the vertical profiles of :::
the ensemble
averaged optical properties : Kext , ω, and P11 (γ).
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For the IC-PCA based habit distributions, the optical properties of each habit are weighted by
the IC-PCA fractions before size integration. Hereafter, the optical properties based on the in-situ
:::::
measured
IC-PCA size-shape distributions of flight A and B are referred to as largeA and largeB ,
::::::::
respectively,:::::
since :::::
small :::
ice ::::::
crystals:::::
were:::
not::::::::
classified:::
by :::::
shape. Finally, when studying the sensitivity of disk and circumsolar radiances to the concentration of small ice crystals, largeA and
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largeB are combined with the optical properties of the four alternative ::
in :::
situ::::::
based size distributions of small crystals. Habits used for crystals with Dmax > 100 are listed in Table?? while crystals
smaller than that are treated as hollow columns ::::::
hollow ::::::
column:::::::
crystals (see Sect. ??).
the cloud optical thickness
In the radiative transfer simulations, we do not, however, use however,
:::::::
R
integrated from the in situ based size-shape distributions (τc = Kext (z)dz, where z is altitude)
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is
not used. Instead, in our sensitivity tests, we use the same user-specified τc for each size-shape
:::::::::
the sensitivity tests is used. This overcomes the effects related to
distribution . This is to overcome in
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
different area-ratios of the crystal habits and to make the comparison enable
the comparisons of the
:::::::::::::::::::
size-shape distributions of flights A and Bpossible. By fixing the cloud optical thickness, we adjust
the in situ concentrations of the size-shape distributions are
adjusted by a uniform factor across all
::::::::::
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shapes and sizes. Furthermore, when comparing the modeled radiances with those measured with
the SAM instrument, τc is adjusted so that modeled radiances in the disk region agree closely (i.e.,
within ≈ 3 %) with the measurements. This often leads to value::::::
values of τc that deviate from those
retrieved from the SAM (τSAM ) during flights A and B. The values of τSAM vary from 0.1 to 2.1
during flight A and from 0.3 to 3.6 during flight B (Fig. ??), indicating that the clouds were not
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horizontally homogeneous during the flights. This further justifies our:::
the approach of using a fixed
cloud optical depth because variations in τSAM over the course of a flight show that exact agreement
between retrieved and in-situ-based optical depth should not be expected.

9

3.4

Ice cloud phase functions

Ice crystal phase functions play a key role in determining the angular distribution of disk and cir300

cumsolar radiances. Therefore, to aid the interpretation of the radiance comparisons, the impact of
ice crystal ::::
size, :habit and roughness on P11 (integrated over the cloud depth and the size-shape
distribution) is considered in Figs. ?? and ??respectively.
In :. :::::
First, :::
the ::::::
impact ::
of :::
ice ::::::
crystal :::
size:::
on::::
P11 ::
which::::::
shows
is :::::::::::
demonstrated ::
in:Fig. ??a, P11 of :::::
phase
functions for three lognormal size distributions with D0::
=:::
50,::::
200 :::
and::::
800 µ::
m::::
and :::
for the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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assuming SR
in-situ based largeA and largeB size-shape distributionsare compareddistributions,
::::::::::
ice crystals, while :. :::
The::::::
phase ::::::::
functions ::
of :::
the :::::::::
lognormal :::
size:::::::::::
distributions ::::::
defined:::
by:::::::
Eq.(??) :::
are
calculated
as a weighted sum over the six habits considered in Table ??:
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
P11 (γ, D0 , σg ) =

6
X

i
wi P11
(γ, D0 , σg ),

(3)

i=1

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i
where
P11
(γ, D0 , σg ) ::
is :::
the :::::
phase::::::::
function ::::::::::::
corresponding::
to::::
the :::::::::
lognormal ::::
size ::::::::::
distribution :::
for
::::::::::::::::::
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habit i and w is the weight factor. Here, the weight factors w were chosen to equal the fractional

i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

contributions
of each habit to the projected area for the largeA ::::::::::
distribution ::::
(see ::::
Sect.::::
??).:::::
This
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
treatment
ensures that independent of the value of D0 , :::
the ::::::::
fractional :::::::::::
contributions ::
by:::::::
different::::::
habits
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
remain
the same, which helps to isolate the effect of crystal size. Tests were also conducted with wi
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
based
on the largeB:::::::::::
distribution, :::
and::::::
similar::::::
effects ::
of::::::
crystal :::
size:::::
were :::::
found::::
(not :::::::
shown).
::::::::::::::::
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By comparing the P

for the different lognormal distributions in Fig. ??b–c, the relative differences

11:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::

between P11 of single-habit distributions and the a::it::
is ::::
seen :::
that:::
ice ::::::
crystal :::
size:::
has:::::::::
systematic::::::
effects
on
the phase function. With increasing D0 ,:::
the:::::::::
diffraction::::
peak::::::::
becomes:::::::
sharper :::
and::::::::
narrower,:::
so
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
that
the phase function increases at very-near forward directions but decreases at larger scattering
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
angles
up to a few degrees. The phase functions computed for the in-situ based largeA and largeB
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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distributions are shown, respectively. The general shape :::::
follow::::
this :::::
same :::::::
pattern. ::::
Due ::
to::
to::::
the
presence
of larger ice crystals during flight B than during flight A (Fig. ??), the angular slope of P11
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
is similar for all size-shape distributions, with steeper
for flight B than for flight A. The values of P11
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
decreasing decrease
by roughly four orders of magnitude from the exact forward-scattering direction
:::::::
γ = 0◦ to γ = 10◦ for flight A and by nearly five orders of magnitude for flight B. The slope of
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The impact of ice crystal habit on P

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 11

is steeper for flight B than for flight A due to the presence of

larger ice crystals (::::::::
illustrated::
in:Fig. ??)??b–c,
which shows the phase function differences between
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
P
of::::::::::
single-habit:::::::::::
distributions :::
and:::
the:::::::
largeA :::
and:::::::
largeB :::::::::::
distributions, ::::::::::
respectively. The differ11 ::
:::
ences in P11 related to ice crystal habit are relatively subtle compared to the large angular slope of
P11 in near-forward directions, but not negligible. At scattering angles of 0 to 0.1◦ , plates yield the
330

strongest forward scattering (over 35 % stronger than that of the observed largeA or largeB habit
distributions) and bullet rosettes or plate aggregates the weakest scattering (up to 25 % weaker than
that of the largeA or largeB distributions). Furthermore, while the P11 of plates is lower that ::::
than
10

that of most other SR habits at angles of 0.3–1◦ , it is highest among the habits considered at angles of
◦
2–102–10
. At these angles, plates yield up to 60 % and 80 % larger P11 than the observed largeA
::::
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and largeB distributions, respectively, while columns and column aggregates yield ≈20 % lower
values. The impact of habit depends somewhat on the assumed ice crystal roughness; in particular,
for CS crystals, P11 of plates exceeds that of the largeA and largeB distributions by over 80 % in
the very near-forward directions of 0–0:::
0–0.1◦ .
Figure ??a compares the P11 corresponding to the three roughness assumptions for the largeA
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size-shape distribution, while Figs. ??b–c show the relative differences between the SR and MR
ice crystals and the completely smooth (CS) ice crystals for the largeA and largeB distributions.
The P11 for rough ice crystals is lower than that for CS crystals in very-near-forward scattering
directions, but larger at larger angles, starting from ≈0.8◦ for MR crystals and from ≈1.7◦ for SR
crystals. Furthermore, the P11 of MR crystals exceeds that for SR crystals up to ≈6◦:but at larger
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angles, SR crystals yield the largest P11 . Quantitatively, the impact of roughness is very large and
clearly exceeds that of ice crystal habit. The relative difference between MR and CS crystals peaks
◦
at 4-54–5
, reaching 400 % for largeA and over 700 % for largeB , while the difference between
:::

7–8◦ (up to 500 % for largeA and over 600 % for largeB ).
SR and CS crystals is largest at 7–8:::
The phase function differences seen in Fig. ?? are mainly related to rays that are transmitted
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through an ice crystal, entering and exiting through parallel crystal faces. If the crystal faces are
very small
exactly parallel, the phase function contribution by this process is concentrated to at
::
scattering angles (if finite-size effects are accounted for, as in the ? database) or even in the exact
forward direction (i.e., delta-transmission), in the limit of geometric optics. However, in the case
of MR and SR crystals, the ice crystal surface slopes are distorted randomly for each incident ray,
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which, in effect, eliminates ray paths that pass through exactly parallel faces. This is why Hence
:::::
for both MR and SR crystals, P11 is lower than that for CS crystals in very-near-forward scattering
almost :::
the :::::
same ::::::
amount:::
of
directions, but larger at larger angles (see Fig. ??). Furthermore, the ::::::
scattered
energy is removed from the very near-forward directions (up to 0.5◦ ) for MR and SR
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::
crystals,
and added at larger scattering angles, however, with a different angular distribution. The
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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standard deviation of local slope variations assumed in the case of MR crystals is σ = 0.03, implying
that the scattering angle is typically modified by a few degrees, whereas for SR crystals with σ =
0.50, the scattered energy is distributed over a much larger range of scattering angles. This explains
why the relative difference between MR and CS crystals in Fig. ?? peaks at a smaller scattering
angles (4–5) than the difference between SR and CS crystals(at 7–8,::::
and ::::
why :::
P11:::
for::::
MR:::::::
crystals
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exceeds
that for SR crystals up to 6◦ ).
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

11

4

Disk and circumsolar radiances: sensitivity tests

In the sensitivity simulations, the size-shape distribution and roughness of ice crystals, ice cloud
optical thickness τc and aerosol optical thickness τa are varied. When not otherwise stated the following parameter settings are used: (1) either the largeA or largeB size-shape distribution of large
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severely rough ice crystals, with no small crystals with Dmax < 100 µ m; (2) cloud optical thickness
τc = 1.6; (3) atmospheric and aerosol properties corresponding to flight A; (4) aerosol optical thickness τa = 0.09; (5) solar zenith angle of θ = 40◦ . The simulated radiances (in Wcm−2 µm−1 sr−1 )
are shown as a function of the angular distance from the center of the Sun :::
sun:(0◦ ) out to 8◦ when
looking towards the Sun from the ground (see Fig. ??).
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4.1

Sensitivity of radiances to optical path

To demonstrate the impact of aerosol and cloud optical thicknesses on the radiancesradiance,
Fig.
::::::
aerosol and cloud-free atmosphere (i.e., gases
?? shows the simulated radiances for a pristine an
::
only"gases
only") and for cloud-free (with gases and aerosols) and cloudy (gases, aerosol and ice
::::::::::
cloud) atmospheres. The largeA size-shape distribution is used for the cloud, and two values are
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considered both for cloud (τc =0.2 and τc =1.6) and aerosol (τa =0.09 and 0.166) optical thickness.
From Fig. ?? it is seen that in the gases only :::::
"gases:::::
only":case there is a huge contrast between the
very strong radiances in the disk area (1000–2400 Wcm−2 µm−1 sr−1 ) and the weak and almost constant radiances (≈0.001 Wcm−2 µm−1 sr−1 ) in the circumsolar region. In the presence of aerosols
with τa =0.09 or τa =0.166, the disk radiances are 11 % and 18 % smaller and the circumsolar ra-
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only"
diances are one to two orders of magnitude greater than in the gases only simulations"gases
::::::::::
simulation.
While the circumsolar radiances are ≈ 60 % larger for τa = 0.166 than for τa = 0.09, the
::::::::
relative difference between these cases decreases to less than 20 % when an ice cloud is included,
even for τc = 0.2.
In the presence of a cirrus cloud, the circumsolar radiances are orders of magnitude greater than
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"gases:::::
only":and cloud-free cases as seen from Fig. ??. The most striking effects,
in the gases only :::::
both in the absolute values and in the angular dependence, are seen in the angular region between
the limb of the solar disk and 1◦ , where in the cloudy cases the radiances are between 100 and 0.8
Wcm−2 µm−1 sr−1 as compared with ∼ 0.1 Wcm−2 µm−1 sr−1 for the cloud-free cases and ∼ 0.001
Wcm−2 µm−1 sr−1 for the gases only case. The increase in diffuse radiance in the presence of a
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cirrus cloud is due to the strong forward-scattering peak of ice crystals, whereas the smaller disk
radiances are due to the larger total optical thickness. The disk radiance decreases monotonically
with increasing τc , being 74 % less for τc = 1.6 than τc = 0.2. This is due to the decrease in direct
solar radiation; the diffuse radiation in the disk region is, in fact, larger for τc = 1.6 than τc = 0.2
(see the insert in Fig. ??). In contrast, the circumsolar radiance is on average 140–170 % larger
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for τc = 1.6 than τc = 0.2, depending on the assumed τa . However, as demonstrated in Fig. ??, the

12

increase of diffuse radiance with τc is not linear, and when attenuation becomes strong enough, the
amount of diffuse radiation decreases with increasing τc , both in the disk and circumsolar regions.
4.2

Sensitivity
of the radiances to ice crystal sizes
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The
impact of ice crystal size on disk and circumsolar radiances is illustrated in Fig. ??, for lognormal
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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size
distributions with habit weight factors based on the IC-PCA habit distribution of flight A (see the
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
first
paragraph of Sect.??). As expected based on previous research (e.g. ??) and the phase functions
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
in
Fig. ??, the ice crystal size has systematic effects on radiances in the vicinity of sun. With an
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
increasing median diameter D , the radiances increase at very small angles (up to ≈ 0.3 − 0.4◦ from

0 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::

the
center of the sun) but decrease at somewhat larger angles, with largest effects at ≈ 0.5 − 2◦ for
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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CS
crystals and ≈ 0.5 − 1◦ for SR crystals. At angles of several degrees, the impact of D0::::::::
becomes
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
small
especially for SR crystals. Decreasing D0 :::
has::::::::
opposite ::::::
effects.::::
For ::::::::
example, :::::::
doubling::::
D0
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
from::::
200 ::
to
from
200 to 400 µm decreases the radiance at 0.5–1◦ by up to 45 %, while halving D0 ::::
::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
100
µm increases it by up to 80 %, for the optical thickness τc = 1.6::::::::::
considered ::::
here.::::
The ::::::
effects ::
in
::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the solar disk area are somewhat smaller, ≈ 15 % for SR crystals and ≈ 25 % for CS crystals. These

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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difference
arise, to a large part, from the effect of ice crystal size on the diffraction peak (see Fig.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
??).
::::
A
related issue is the effect of small ice crystals, for which the measurements are quite uncertain.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
To
probe the impact of uncertainties in the measurements of small ice crystals, the effects of their
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
concentration on the disk and circumsolar radiances are simulated. Simulations are made with the

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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large
and ::::::
largeB:::::::::::
distributions :::::::
together:::::
with :::::
0–200:::
% ::
of:::
the:::::::::
measured :::::::::::
concentration:::
of :::::
small
A ::::
::::::
column-shaped
ice crystals (small0% ,:::::::::
small50% ,::::::::::
small100% ,:::
and:::::::::::
small200% ). ::
In ::::
these:::::::::::
simulations,
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
ice
crystals are severely rough and τc = 1.6. :::
The:::::::
angular ::::::::::
dependence of
the total radiances simulated
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::
with
0 and 100 % of the measured small-crystal concentrations are shown in Fig. ??a at angles of 0
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
to
4◦ from the center of the sun. Regardless of the small crystal concentration, the radiances at angles
::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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larger
than 5◦ are within 3 % of each other during flights A and B. Because the same cloud optical
:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
thickness
is assumed for all the size distributions, including small ice crystals necessarily decreases
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the
concentration of large ice crystals. This acts to decrease the near-forward radiances in the disk
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
region
and just around it and to increase the circumsolar radiances at angles between 0.5 and 5◦ from
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::
the
center of the sun. Again, this is due to the wider forward-scattering peak of the small ice crystals.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Quantitatively,
the impact of the assumed concentration of small ice crystals is substantial and
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
somewhat
larger for flight A than flight B (see Fig. ??b–c). Compared to the cases with large ice
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
crystals
only, the relative reduction in radiance due to small ice crystals is largest near the edge of
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the
solar disk, amounting up to −47 % for flight A and −22 % for flight B. The largest relative
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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increases
occur at 1–2◦ from the center of the sun. For flight A, the maximum differences to the case
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
with
large ice crystals only are 95 %, 111 % and 123 %, and for flight B, 33 %, 55 % and 84 %, when
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

13

assuming
50 %, 100 % and 200 % of the observed concentration of small ice crystals, respectively.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
The
impacts of size on diffuse radiation tend to be opposite in the disk and circumsolar regions and
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
partly cancel each other leading to smaller differences when averaged from 0◦ to 3◦ . Even so, for a

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::::::::::::
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fixed
cloud optical thickness of 1.6, including 100 % of the observed concentration of small crystals,
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the
average total radiance in this angular range is 26 % larger than in the case with large crystals only
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
for
flight A, and 11 % larger for flight B. The amount of diffuse radiation in this angular range is 44
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
%
and 53 % of the total radiance for largeA :::
and:::::::
largeB ,:::::::::::
respectively. :::
The::::::::::::
corresponding::::::::
fractions
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
in the disk region are 41 % and 51 %.

:::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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4.3

Sensitivity of the radiances to properties :::::
shape::::
and:::::::::
roughness:of large ice crystals

Sensitivities of the disk and circumsolar radiances to the size-shape distributions of large ice crystals are addressed by comparing results for the six single-habit distributions and the measured habit
distributions of flights A and B. The radiances simulated with largeA and largeB size-shape distributions are compared in Fig. ??a. For largeB , the total radiance in the disk region is 10 to 20 %
450

larger than for largeA , and the circumsolar radiance is smaller by up to 30 %, even though the same
τc is assumed in both cases. This occurs because the ice crystal population for flight B results in a
stronger and narrower forward-scattering peak in P11 as noted already from Fig. ??. As the optical
thickness is the same in both cases, the differences in the total radiances arise from differences in
the diffuse component. On average, the amount of diffuse radiance in the disk region is 41 % and 51
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% of the total radiance for largeA and largeB , respectively. For the angular range of 0to 3from the
center of the Sun, the corresponding fractions are 44 % and 53 %.
The relative differences between the six single-habit distributions and the largeA or largeB distributions are shown in Fig. ??b–c for total radiances. The differences in radiances follow the differences in P11 of the habit distributions shown in Fig. ??. In the disk region the difference between
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different habit distributions reaches at most 15 %. The impact of habit, however, differs between
flights and therefore depends on the size distribution. Based on the circumsolar radiances, the habits
can be divided into two groups; column-like (column, column agg and bullet rosette) and platelike crystals (plate, plate agg and irregular). Column-like crystals tend to result in a steeper angular
slope in radiances, producing larger diffuse radiances in the disk region and smaller radiances in
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the circumsolar region than plate-like crystals do. In the circumsolar region, plate and column agg
tend to differ most from each other regardless of the size distribution. The relative differences in the
circumsolar region between the single-habit distributions and CPI-based habit distributions reach
up to 60 % for flight A and up to 80 % for flight B, similarly to the phase functions differences
in Fig. ??. The impact of ice crystal habit also depends on the cloud optical thickness. Generally,
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as τc increases and multiple scattering becomes more important, the relative differences in diffuse
radiances between different habits are reduced.

14

The impact of ice crystal roughness on the radiances is depicted in Fig. ??. Consistent with the
large phase function differences in Fig. ??, the impacts of roughness on the radiances are substantial:
rough crystals yield smaller diffuse radiances than smooth crystals at angles smaller than 1 to 2.5◦
475

but larger diffuse radiances at angles larger than that. In the disk region, SR and MR crystals produce
almost identical radiances, which are within 1 % of each other, but 15 % to 21 % below those of
smooth crystals, depending on the flight. In the circumsolar region at angles smaller than 7◦ , MR
crystals produce larger radiances than the SR crystals, the relative differences being largest at angles
of 2◦ to 3◦ , up to 140 % for flight A and 195 % for flight B. The relative differences between MR and
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CS crystals are largest at angles of ∼4◦ , reaching up to 425 % for flight B. Correspondingly, the maximum relative differences between SR and CS crystals occur at angles larger than 6◦ , reaching 240 %
for flight B. These angle-dependent radiance differences between different roughness assumptions
follow the P11 differences shown in Fig. ??. The relative differences in radiances are, however, not
quite as large as those in P11 , and they decrease somewhat with increasing τc (here, τc =1.6), due to
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the effects of multiple scattering. In any case, roughness has a large impact on both the disk and the
circumsolar radiances, and these differences clearly exceed the corresponding differences between
different SR habits (compare Figs ?? and ??) .
and:::::
shape:::
of :::
the :::::::
particles::::
also::::::
impact:the fractional
The roughness of the particle also impacts :::
contribution that diffuse radiation makes to the total radiance in the range of 0 to 3◦ :typically
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measured by pyrheliometers. For the cases considered here, the fractional
contribution of diffuse
::::::::
radiation is ≈ 10% ::
to ::::
total::::::::
radiation ::
is :::::
≈ 10 :::::::::
percentage::::::
points larger for CS than SR or MR ice
crystals. :::
The::::::
impact::
of:::::
shape::::::::::
distribution::
is ::::::::
somewhat:::::::
smaller,:::::::
between::
4 :::
and::
7 :::::::::
percentage::::::
points.
4.4

Sensitivity Summary
of the radiances to small ice crystals:::::::::
sensitivity::::
tests
:::::::::

To probe the impact of uncertainties in the measurements of small ice crystals,
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The results of the effects of their concentration :::::::::
sensitivity ::::
tests:::
are:::::::::::
summarized ::
in:::::
Table::::
??,

::::::::::::

where
the importance of various ice cloud properties on the disk and circumsolar radiances are
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
simulated. Simulations are made with the largeA and largeB distributions together with 0–200 % of
the measured concentration of small column-shaped ice crystals (small0% , small50% , small100% ,
and small200% ). In these simulations, ice crystals are severely rough and τc = 1.6. The angular
500

dependence of the total radiances simulated with 0 and 100 % of the measured small-crystal concentrations
are shown in Fig. ??a at angles of 0 to 4from the center of the Sun. Regardless of in
four angular
::::::::::::
regions
is characterized in a semi-quantitative manner. Trivially, the direct solar radiation depends
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
only
on the cloud optical depth τc ::::::
through::::::
Beer’s::::
law.::::
The ::::::
optical :::::
depth ::::
also ::::::
impacts::::::::
strongly :::
the
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
magnitude
of the diffuse radiance but not so much its angular distribution in the circumsolar region
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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(see
Fig. ??). Ice crystal size has a large impact on circumsolar radiance at angles close to the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
small crystal concentration, the radiances sun,
due to the well-known impact of particle size on
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the
diffraction peak. Assumptions about ice crystal roughness influence the circumsolar radiation
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

15

very
strongly especially at angles larger than 5 are within 3 % of each other during flights A and
::::::::::::::::::::
B. Because the same cloud optical thickness is assumed for all the size distributions, including
510

small ice crystals necessarily decreases the concentration of large ice crystals. This acts to decrease
the near-forward radiances in the disk region and just around it and to increase the circumsolar
radiances at angles between 0.5 and 5:::::
about :::
2–3◦ from the center of :. ::
In ::::::::::
comparison ::
to :::
the :::::
effects:::
of
ice
crystal size and roughness, the Sun. This is due to the wider forward-scattering peak of the small
:::::::::::::::::::::::::
ice crystals. impact
of ice crystal habit is moderate, being most pronounced in the outermost region
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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(3–8◦ ) considered in Table ??.

:::: ::::::::::::::::::::

Quantitatively, the impact of the assumed concentration of small ice crystals is substantial and
somewhat larger for flight A than flight B (see Fig. ??b–c). Compared to the cases with large ice
crystals only, the relative reduction in radiance due to small ice crystals is largest near the edge of
the solar disk, amounting up to −47 % for flight A and −22 % for flight B. The largest relative
520

increases occur at 1–2The
effects of particle roughness, size and habit on the distribution of diffuse
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
radiation
are closely linked to the corresponding effects on phase function. The impact of particle size
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
on
P11 :is:::::
well ::::::
known,:::
and::it:::
has:::::
been :::::::::
previously ::::::::
discussed::
in:::
the:::::::
context ::
of ::::::::::
circumsolar::::::::
radiation
::::::
(????).
The impacts on near-forward scattered radiation due to ice crystal roughness and habit have
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
also
been considered (???). However, the present study extends the knowledge gained in previous
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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research
(??????) as we simulate in detail the angular distribution of phase function and radiances,
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
instead of circumsolar irradiances integrated over some angular range (as in ?).

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The
potential applications of these results include remote sensing of optical thickness, ice cloud
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
properties
based on the radiance field near the sun, and the design of concentrating solar energy
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
applications.
For example, when retrieving cloud optical thickness from measurements of direct
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
530

solar
radiation from ground using instruments with a typical half-opening angle of 3◦ from the center
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
of the Sun. For flight A, the maximum differences to the case with large ice crystals only are 95 %,
111 % and 123 %, and for flight B, 33 %, 55 % and 84 %, when assuming 50 %, 100 % and 200
% of :, :::
one:::::
needs::
to:::::::
account:::
for the observed concentration of small ice crystals, respectively. When
averaged over fact
that there can be a substantial amount of diffuse radiation within the instrument’s
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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field
of view (???). Similarly, when evaluating the potential of concentrating solar collectors with
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
typical
half-opening angles of ≈ 1 ◦ (???), one has to consider the narrower field of view as compared
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
with measurements of "direct" solar radiation. Our sensitivity tests reveal that in the presence of an

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

ice
cloud, the diffuse radiation in the angular range of ::::
from:0 to 3◦ covered by a pyrheliometer,
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the negative differences in the disk region and positive differences in the circumsolar region partly
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cancel each other leading to smaller relative differences. For example, when including 100 % of the
observed concentration of small crystals , the total radiance averaged over this region is 21 % smaller
than in the case with large crystals only for flight A, and 10 % smaller for flight B. The impacts of
including ::
is ::::::::
especially::::::::
sensitive ::
to :::
the:::::::::
roughness :::
and::::
size::::::::::
distribution ::
of:::
the:::
ice:::::::
crystals,:::::
with :::
the
shape
of ice crystals being less important.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Overall, the sensitivity tests highlight the important role of ice crystal size distribution and roughness

545

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

on
the distribution of radiances in the vicinity of the sun. Yet, in-situ microphysical measurements
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
yield no information on roughness and only very uncertain information on small ice crystalsare
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

similar regardless of the cloud optical thicknesses.
. This motivates the study of how assumptions related to these factors impact the comparison

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

550

between
simulated and measured radiances in Sect. ??.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5

Comparison of the simulated and measured radiances

SPARTICUS, disk and circumsolar radiances were measured with
During the SPARTICUScampaign:::::::::::
the SAM instrument of Visidyne Inc. located at the SGP site. For both flights A and B, three SAM
measurements ::::::::
horizontal:::::
cross:::::::
sections:::
of :::::
SAM ::::::::::::
measurements ::::
from:::::
three:::::::
different::::::
times are se555

lected for comparison. Our ::::
Note::::
that ::
the::::::::
radiance :::::::
arriving ::
at :::::::
different ::::::
sensors::::::
comes ::::
from::::::::
different
parts
of the cloud. To assure that the observed angular dependence of radiance is not due to cloud
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
inhomogeneity,
only cases where the radiance distributions measured to the right and left of the sun
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(the
"hp" and "hn" curves; see Fig. ??) are similar are considered. The cloud scenes for the times
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
selected
for comparing SAM measurements and simulated radiances are shown in Fig. ??. The goal
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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is to reproduce these radiances using the in-situ-based size-shape distributions ::
of :::
ice ::::::
crystals. The
simulations are conducted both with and without the contribution of small ice crystals, assuming
100 % of the measured small-crystal concentration in the former case. The atmospheric and aerosol
properties of flights A and B are used in the simulations. The Due
to the large scale inhomogeneity
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
of
the clouds, the cloud optical thickness τc was adjusted separately for each case, based on the
:::::::::::::::
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criterion that the simulated radiance averaged over the solar disk should be within 3 % of the SAM
measurements. The resulting values of τc are listed in Tables ?? and ?? for flights A and B respectively, along with the θ of the selected SAM measurement times, and the total apparent optical
thickness (cloud + aerosols) retrieved from SAM assuming that the disk radiance consists of direct
solar radiation only. The derived values of τc depend not only on the measurement time but also on
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the assumptions about ice crystal roughness and small ice crystals. In particular, for a given optical
thickness, stronger disk radiances are produced by smooth than compared
to rough crystals (see Fig.
::::::::::
??), and consequently, larger τc is needed to match the SAM measurements in the case of smooth
than ::::::::
compared ::
to:::
the::::
case::
of:rough ice crystals. Further, τc tends to be larger than that reported by
the SAM. This is in line with ? who found that the τSAM needs to be corrected upward to account
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for forward scattering of ice crystals.
The simulated radiances are compared with the selected SAM measurements in Figs. ?? and
Fig.?? for flights A and B, respectively. Both the simulated and the SAM-measured radiances shown
here are horizontal profiles (to the left and right, see Fig. ??) from the center of the Sun :::
sun out to 8◦ .
For the simulations::
As:::
the:::::::::
simulated clouds
are horizontally homogeneous, the profiles to the left and
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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right ::::
from:::
the::::::
center ::
of :::
the :::
sun are averaged, while whereas
for SAM, they are shown separately as
:::::::
the
"hp" and "hn" curves. We note that the radiance arriving at different sensors comes from different
:::
parts of the cloud. To assure that the observed angular dependence of radiance is not due to cloud
inhomogeneity, we limit our considerations to cases where "hp" and "hn" curves are similar. :::
As
exhibited
in these images, when the aureole intensity drops below the sensitivity limit of the SAM
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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300
solar disk imager, a gap results starting somewhere at or beyond the disk edge, e.g., ≈ 0.27◦ ,
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
and
extending out to ≈ 0.6◦ , where the solar aureole imager begins its measurements. When both
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the forward scattering and the optical depth are sufficiently large, the aureole profile can be within

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

the
sensitivity range of the disk imager and the gap disappears.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
First, it is noted that while (by definition::::::::::
construction) the average simulated disk radiances agree
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closely with the SAM measurements, the angular slope measured is not quite consistent with the
limb-darkening profile used in the simulations. The reasons for this discrepancy are not clear and
should be scrutinized in future work. Second, considering the circumsolar radiances, the simulations
with SR ice crystals capture better better
capture the measured angular dependence than ::
do: the
::::::::::::
simulations for CS crystalsdo. The use of CS ice crystals overestimates near-disk radiances and
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underestimates the radiances at angles larger than about 3◦ . It is further noted from Figs. ?? and ??
that excluding small crystals decreases the radiances at angles smaller than 3◦ and by doing so, it
tends to improve the comparison of radiances at these angles. Overall, it appears that the angular
dependence produced by large SR crystals is most similar to the measurements, even though it tends
to overestimate the radiances at angles larger than ≈6◦ in most cases.
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The systematically better performance of SR than CS ice crystals in simulating the measured radiapproximate
ances in the circumsolar region suggests that the SR crystals approximate better better
:::::::::::::::
the phase function of ice crystals present during flights A and B, at least in near-forward directions. Furthermore, the SR crystals are more consistent with the measured radiances than the MR
crystalsare. The use of MR crystals results in radiances that exceed those for CS and SR crystals
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and also the measurements between angles of ≈1◦ :and 6◦ , even when small ice crystals are not
accounted for. Referring to the discussion in Sect. ??, the better performance of SR than compared
::::::::
to
CS crystals suggests that ray paths passing through smooth, exactly parallel ice crystal faces are
::
less common in nature than they would be for idealized ice crystals. However, there is no reason
to expect that the somewhat ad-hoc approach employed in the ? database to represent ice crystal
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"roughness" (or rather, non-ideal features like roughness, irregularities and inhomogeneity in general) would result in a perfect description of P11 . Even so, our these
results add to the growing body
:::::
of evidence (??) suggesting that the scattering by natural ice crystals most often differs from their
idealized counterparts, also in the near-forward directions (?).
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Conclusions

In this study, we quantified the amount of diffuse radiance in the solar disk region and in the circumsolar region up to angles of 8◦ :from the center of Sun :::
sun :::::
were ::::::::
quantified:using a modified
version of the Monte Carlo radiative transfer model MC-UniK. The input data for the model were
derived from the measured size-shape distributions of two ice cloud cases observed over the ARM’s
Southern Great Plains measurement site during the 2010 SPARTICUS campaign. This work extends
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and supports the previous studies on the impact of ice crystals’ properties on near-forward scattering and circumsolar radiation (??) by modelling radiances instead of irradiances and by conducting
systematic sensitivity tests using in situ based size-shape distributions of ice crystals.
In the sensitivity tests, it was found that the disk and circumsolar radiances depend substantially on
the ice crystal properties (roughness and size-shape distribution) through their impact on the phase
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function, in line with previous research (???). Specifically:
– Of all parameters considered, assumptions about ice crystal roughness (or non-ideal features
in general) were found to be most important. The use of moderately or severely rough ice
crystals instead of completely smooth crystals leads to reduced radiances in the solar disk
region while substantially increasing radiances in the circumsolar region at angles larger than
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≈ 1–2.5◦ , with maximum differences as large as 400 % between MR and CS crystals and
200 % between SR and CS crystals.
– A larger portion of small ice crystals results in reduced disk radiances but increased:::
Ice ::::::
crystal
size
distribution is also important for the angular distribution of circumsolar radiance. With
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
increasing
ice crystal size, the diffaction peaks becomes sharper and narrower, so that disk
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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radiances increase but radiances at angles of ≈0.5◦ –5◦ , with a maximum difference of up to
::::::::::::::::::

≈ ::::::::
decrease. ::::::::
Increasing:::
the:::::::
portion ::
of:::::
small:::
ice :::::::
crystals :::
has :::
the :::::::
opposite::::::
effect. ::
In:::::::::
particular,
if
100% ::
% ::
of:::
the ::::::::
measured:::
but::::::::
uncertain :::::::::::
concentration::
of:::::
small:::
ice:::::::
crystals :is::::::::
included ::
in :::
the
::
calculations,
radiances at ≈1–2:::
1–2◦ from the center of the Sun, compared to sun
can be up to
:::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::
≈100
% larger than in the case with no small::::
only::::
large:ice crystals.
::::::::::::::::::
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– Column-like crystals tend to yield radiances with a steeper angular slope than plate-like crystals, as they produce more diffuse radiance in the disk region and less in the circumsolar region
than plate-like crystals. The relative differences between all single-habit distributions and the
actually measured habit distributions were less than 10 % in the disk region but up to 80 % at
angles larger than 4◦ from the center of the Sun:::
sun.
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The quantitative results listed above depend on the cloud optical thickness and solar zenith angle.
In general, an increasing path length through the cloud acts to reduce the radiance contrast between
the disk region and the circumsolar region, and the impact of the phase function. Changes in aerosol
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optical thickness also affect the absolute values of the radiances in the presence of an ice cloud, but
not significantly their angular dependence.
650

Simulated radiances were compared with ground-based measurements with the SAM instrument
for three measurement times during both flights A and B. It was found that SR ice crystals mimicked
the measured circumsolar radiances better than either the MR crystals (which overestimated the radiances at angles of a few degrees) or the CS crystals (which invariably underestimated the radiances
at angles larger than ≈3◦ ). In some cases, the agreement was better when crystals smaller than 100
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µm were neglected from the measured size distribution, suggesting that the measurements may have
overestimated the concentration of small crystals. These results add to the growing body of evidence
suggesting that natural ice crystals tend not to be pristine (??).
Even though we had detailed information about the size-shape distribution of ice crystals of the
clouds studied, the observed radiances could not be reproduced perfectly. There are several factors
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that possibly contribute to this. Part of the discrepancies can be surely attributed to the non-perfect
spatiotemporal collocation of the in situ and SAM measurements. It is also quite possible that the
simplistic ad hoc scheme employed to mimic the effects of roughness, non-ideality and internal
structures on scattering is not entirely realistic or representative of natural ice crystals. Further, the
limb darkening parameterization may not be entirely accurate, and some discrepancies might also
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be due to the aerosol optical properties chosen. Likewise, there may be some remaining inhomogeneities in the clouds that our analysis did not reveal. Finally, it is entirely possible that the clouds
sampled had mixtures of ice crystals with varying degrees of deformation, in which case any one
crystal roughness model could not be expected to perform perfectly, but a combination of differently
deformed crystals should be used.
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In the future, the version of MC-UniK modified for the present work could be used for analyzing a
wide range of cirrus cloud and aerosol scenarios and their 3D effects on near-forward radiances. The
unique modeling results might be of interest for the design of concentrating solar power systems
and for the interpretation of data from instruments intended to measure the direct solar radiation.
The results could also be utilized for evaluating the contribution of diffuse solar radiation to the
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disk radiation in SAM measurements, thereby allowing for a more accurate determination of the
"true" direct solar radiation, and hence the optical thickness. Furthermore, they might be exploited
for developing methods to retrieve ice cloud properties from measurements of disk and circumsolar
radiances; in particular, it might be possible to estimate ice crystal non-ideality from SAM measurements. Finally, the combination of SAM with sun photometer measurements (e.g. AERONET)
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might allow separating the contributions of large and small particles (e.g., ice crystals vs. aerosols)
to optical thickness.
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Table 1. The final habit classes of large ice crystals that are created by combining habit classes of the IC-PCA
and further interpreted as ? habits. In addition to the IC-PCA based habit distributions, largeA and largeB , six
single-habit distributions are used to describe the shape of large ice crystals.
habit class

habits of ?

habit classes of IC-PCA

column

hollow column

columns and bullets

column agg

column aggregate with 8 elements

column aggregates and bullet rosette aggregates

bullet rosette

bullet rosette

bullet rosettes

plate

plate

plate

plate agg

plate aggregate with 5 elements

plate aggregate

irregular

plate aggregate with 10 elements

irregular

large

fractional distribution of habits from in situ data

habits classified using IC-PCA

Table 2. Flight information. θ is the solar zenith angle during the flights A and B.
Flight A
Date

Flight B

23 March 2010

24 June 2010

16:58-17:56

14:35-15:58

Time [UTC]
◦

θ[ ]

36.5-42.1

42.7-52.3

Cloud altitude [km]

9.5-11.5

8.0-11.5

Model layers with cloud

8-11

5-11

Table 3.::
A :::::::::::::
semi-quantitative :::::::
summary ::
on:::
the ::::::
strength::
of:::
the ::::::
impacts ::
of ::::::::::
microphysical:::::::::
parameters :
to:::
the:::::
direct
radiance
and four different angular regions of circumsolar radiance. The first row address the impacts due to
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the
ice cloud optical thickness, and the following rows due to size, shape and roughness of ice crystals. In
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
parentheses
is given the parameter value against which the relative differences are calculated. The maximum
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
relative
strength of the impact is given with symbols: − (impact < 50 %); + (50 % < impact < 100 %); ++
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(100 % < impact< 200 %) and +++ ( 200 % < impact) and is based on the conducted sensitivity tests (see Figs

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

??–??).
::::::
dir 0.0◦ –0.27◦
::::: ::::

parameter

::::::::

diff 0.0◦ –0.27◦
::::: ::::

diff 0.27◦ –1 ◦
:::::: ::

diff 1◦ –3◦
:::: ::

optical thickness (τc =1.6)
:::::::::::::::::::

+++
:::

+:

+:

::

+

median size (D0 = 200 µm)
:::::::::::::::::::::

::

−

+:

+++
:::

::::

+++

diff 3◦ –8◦
:::: ::
+

::

+

::

A/B :
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

::

−

+:

+:

:::

::

shape distribution (largeA/B ):
::::::::::::::::::::::

−
::

−
::

−
::

+
::

::

small crystals D < 100 µm (large

roughness (CS)

::::::::::::

)

−

−

::

::
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−

::

++

+++

::::

+
+

+++

::::

Table 4. The values of solar zenith angle θ and optical thickness of cloud (τc ), aerosols (τa ), and gases (τgases )
used in the comparison simulations for flight A. The cloud is described with the size-shape distributions largeA
and largeA +small100% of rough (MR and SR) and completely smooth (CS) ice crystals. Values The
fractional
::::::::::
contribution
of ::::
small::
ice::::::
crystals::
to:::::
cloud optical
thickness for the largeA + small100%::::::::
size-shape:::::::::
distribution
:::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(f
and:::
the:total optical thickness (cloud+aerosols) retrieved from the Sun and Aureole measurements
small ):::
::::::
(SAM) are also shown::::
listed.
θ [◦ ]

40.5

38.3

38.6

τgases

0.072

0.072

0.072

τa (AERONET, MFRSR)

0.09

0.09

0.09

fsmall ,:::::::::::::::::
largeA + small100%
:::::

::::

τc , CS, largeA + small100%

0.6

1.05

2.5

τc , MR/SR, largeA + small100%

0.6

1.0

2.4

79 %

79 %

::::

79 %

::::

τc , CS, largeA + small0%

0.75

1.25

3.1

τc , MR/SR, largeA + small0%

0.65

1.15

2.75

τSAM

0.6

1.0

2.1

Table 5. The values of solar zenith angle θ and optical thickness of cloud (τc ), aerosol (τa ) ) and gases (τgases )
used in the comparison simulations for flight B. The cloud is described with the size-shape distributions largeB
and largeB +small100% of rough (MR and SR) and completely smooth (CS) ice crystals. Values The
fractional
::::::::::
size-shape:::::::::
distribution
contribution
of ::::
small::
ice::::::
crystals::
to:::::
cloud optical
thickness for the largeB + small100%::::::::
:::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(f
and:::
the:total optical thickness (cloud+aerosols) retrieved from the Sun and Aureole measurements
small ):::
::::::
(SAM) are also shown::::
listed.
θ [◦ ]

50.4

50.0

44.3

τgases

0.074

0.074

0.074

τa (AERONET, MFRSR)

0.166

0.166

0.166

fsmall ,:::::::::::::::::
largeB + small100%
:::::

::::

τc , CS, largeB + small100%

0.7

1.3

3.5

τc , MR/SR, largeB + small100%

0.6

1.15

3.05

27 %

27 %

::::

27 %

::::

τc , CS, largeB + small0%

0.75

1.45

4.0

τc , MR/SR, largeB + small0%

0.65

1.25

3.3

τSAM

0.6

1.0

2.3
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Figure 1. Detector positions in the MC-UniK model cover angles from 0 to -8 and 8◦ from the center of the Sun
sun
(0◦ ,0◦ ). Both horizontal and vertical cross sections are divided into positive and negative parts (hp; hn; vp;
:::
vn). The circle demonstrates the size of the solar disk, with a diameter of 0.534◦ .
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Figure 2. Vertically averaged size-shape distribution of in situ measured large ice crystals (Dmax > 100 m
during the flights on 23 March 2010 (flight A) and 24 June 2010 (flight B). These distributions were obtained
by weighting fractional habit distributions at each vertical layer by the corresponding particle size distribution.
The height of each column indicates the total number of particles in each size range (logarithmic scale on the yaxis). The fraction of particles of each habit is shown with different colors (in a linear scale):
. Small
ice crystals
:::::::::::::
with
Dmax < 100 µm ::
are::::::
shown with
gray color. They were treated as columns in the calculations.
::::::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.

Flight A
4

Flight B
44

3

4

55

3

2

50
2

θ

τSAM

41

38
1

0
16.5

45
1

17
17.5
Time [UTC]

35 0
18
14.4

14.6

14.8
15
Time [UTC]

15.2

40

Figure 3. Optical thickness and solar zenith angle (θ) as a function of time during the flights A and B derived
from the Sun and Aureole measurements at the SGP site.
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Figure 4. Sensitivity of the size and vertically integrated phase functions to ::
the:size-shape distribution of
large severely rough ice crystals. (a) The P11 of in-situ-based distributions of flights A and B :::
and ::::::::
lognormal
distributions
with D0 = 100/200/400 µm . (b) and (c) The relative differences in P11 between the six single:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
habit distributions and the in-situ-based distributions for flight A (left) and B (right).
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of the size and vertically integrated phase functions to the roughness of large ice crystals.
(a) The P11 of the in-situ-based size-shape distribution of smooth, moderately and severely rough ice crystals
of flight A (largeA ). (b) and (c) The relative differences in P11 between MR and CS ice crystals and between
SR and CS ice crystals of flight A and B.
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Figure 6. Impacts of the aerosol and cloud optical thicknesses on the simulated radiances as a function of angle
out to 8◦ . Atmospheric and aerosol properties are based on flight A with either
from the center of the Sun sun
:::
τa = 0.09 or τa = 0.166. The cloud is described with the largeA distribution of large SR ice crystals using two
cloud optical thicknesses, τc = 0.2 and 1.6.
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Figure 7. Sensitivity of the disk and circumsolar radiances to cloud optical thickness when the cloud is described using the largeA distribution of SR ice crystals. Relative differences between radiances simulated with
alternative cloud optical thicknesses (τc of 0.2, 0,4, 0,8, and 3.2) and τc = 1.6 are displayed. The insert shows
the relative differences in diffuse radiance at angles of 0–0:::
0–0.8◦ . In these simulations τa = 0.09.
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Figure 8. :::::
Impact::
of:::
ice :::::
crystal :::
size:::::::::
distribution ::
on:::
the :::
disk:::
and:::::::::
circumsolar::::::::
radiances. ::
(a) shows,
for reference,
:::::::::::::::
the
radiances for a lognormal size distribution with a median diameter D0 = 200 µ::
m ::
for::::::
smooth::::
(CS)::::
and
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
severely rough (SR) ice crystals. (b) and (c) show the relative differences to the case with D = 200 µm for

0
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::

D
100,:::
400:::
and::::
800 µm.
In these simulations, τa = 0.09 :::
and :::::::
τc = 1.6.
0 =50, :::
::::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Figure 9. (a)
Impact of the concentration of small ice crystals on the disk and circumsolar radiances. The
:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
simulations
are made with the largeA :::
and ::::::
largeB :::::::::
distributions::
of::::
large:::
ice ::::::
crystals :::::::
including:::::
0–200::
%::
of:::
the
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
measured
concentration of small ice crystals assumed to be columns. (b) and (c) Relative differences to the case
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::
with
no small ice crystals. In these simulations ice crystals are severely rough, τa = 0.09 :::
and:::::::
τc = 1.6.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Figure 10. Impact of the shape of large severely rough ice crystals on the disk and circumsolar radiances. (a)
The total radiances based on the largeA and largeB distributions. (b) and (c) The relative differences of the
radiances based on the six single-habit distributions of flight A or B and the largeA or largeB , respectively.
All the simulations are conducted with τa = 0.09 and τc = 1.6.
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Figure 11. (a) Impact of the roughness (smooth, CS, moderately, MR, and severely rough, SR) of large ice
crystals on the disk and circumsolar radiances in case of the largeA size-shape distribution. (b) Relative differences between results based on the MR or SR and CS ice crystals for the largeA and largeB distributions. In
these simulations τa = 0.09 and τc = 1.6.
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Cloud::::::
scenes ::
for:the disk and circumsolar
Figure 12. (a) Impact of the concentration of small ice crystals on ::::
radiances. The simulations are made with six
times corresponding to the largeA and largeB distributions of
::::::::::::::::::::
times:of the measured concentration of small ice crystals assumed to be
large ice crystals including 0–200 % ::::
columns. (b) Sun
and (c) Relative differences to Aureole
Measurements (SAM) used in the case :::::::::
comparison
:::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
with no small ice crystals. In these simulations ice crystals are severely rough, τa = 0.09 :::
(see :::::
Tables:::
?? and
τc = 1.6:::
??).
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Figure 13. Comparison of the Sun and Aureole measured (SAM; hp and hn for the horizontal
profiles to the
::::::::
right and left from
the center of Sun::
the:::
sun) and simulated radiances at three measurement times during flight
:::::::::::
A. For the simulations, the largeA distribution with 100 % and 0 % of measured concentration of small ice
crystals is used with τ and θ values listed in Table ??. Smooth (CS) and rough (MR and SR) ice crystals are
considered.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the Sun and Aureole measured (SAM; hp and hn for the horizontal
profiles to the
::::::::
right and left from
the center of Sun::
the:::
sun) and simulated radiances at three measurement times during flight
:::::::::::
B. For the simulations, the largeB distribution with 100 % and 0 % of measured concentration of small ice
crystals is used with τ and θ values listed in Table ??. Smooth (CS) and rough (MR and SR) ice crystals are
considered.
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